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Abstract— This work presents an iterative look-up table based
thermal simulator, I-LUTSim, to efficiently estimate the temper-
ature profile of three-dimensional integrated circuits. I-LUTSim
includes two stages. First, the pre-process stage constructs
thermal impulse response tables. Then, the simulation stage
iteratively calculates the temperature profile via the table lookup.

With this two-stage scheme, the maximum absolute error
of I-LUTSim is less than 0.41% compared with that of a
commercial tool ANSYS. Moreover, I-LUTSim is at least an order
of magnitude faster than a fast matrix solver SuperLU [1] for
the full-chip temperature simulation.

I. Introduction

Three-dimensional integrated circuits (3-D ICs) have got

more and more attention because of their high potential

flexibility in mixed signal design and the capability for hetero-

geneous integration. However, due to the higher power density

of die stacking and the ill of heat dissipation capability, the

operating temperature of 3-D IC is higher than that of 2-D IC.

This fact leads thermal issues to become essential problems

in 3-D ICs because high operating temperatures can degrade

the expected performance, such as timing, leakage power and

uncontrollability of thermal runaway. Therefore, the on-chip

thermal effect has become one of major concerns in 3-D ICs.

To overcome thermal issues, many researchers have devoted

to developing thermal-aware optimization engines for early

physical design stages of 3-D ICs [2], [3].

An efficient thermal simulator is required since it needs

to be executed numerous times during the design flow [2],

[3]. Moreover, locations of (thermal) through silicon vias

(TTSVs/TSVs) should be simultaneously considered during

design stages [2], [3], e.g. floorplanning, placement and

TTSV/TSV planning. Though several advanced full-chip ther-

mal simulation frameworks have been developed [4]–[8]1,

they still need a time-consuming handling process due to

the re-performing of thermal conductance matrix for each

optimization loop. Recently, [9] proposed a junction-level 3-

D IC thermal simulator based on a power blurring method.

The power blurring is a superposition based method, which

1The state-of-the-art thermal conductance matrix handling processes are the
LU decomposition of tri-diagonal matrix in each alternating-direction [5] and
the multilevel restriction-interpolation construction [6]. The green function
based analytical methods [7], [8] are inadequate to deal with the non-
homogeneous thermal conductance matrix.

Fig. 1. Key parts of our look-up table based thermal simulator for early
physical design stages of 3-D ICs. S1 is the pre-processing stage, and S2 is
the simulation stage.

calculates the temperature profile by performing the convo-

lution of power map and thermal mask [10], [11]. However,

the efficiency of [9] is degraded since the number of thermal

masks needed may increase for circuit designs with high

variations of thermal conductivities.

In this paper, an iterative look-up table based thermal simu-

lator, I-LUTSim, is proposed to estimate the temperature pro-

file of a 3-D IC. Key parts of our thermal estimating technique

consisting of two stages are illustrated in Fig. 1. In the pre-

processing stage, thermal characteristics (impulse responses)

of a homogeneous layer thermal conductivity structure are pre-

characterized by the detailed thermal simulation. Based on the

power-thermal relation, a double-mesh scheme is developed to

capture the thermal characteristics, and the results are tabled

in the library files. In the simulation stage, considering the

thermal effect of non-homogeneous thermal conductivities in

different layers, the full-chip thermal distribution is built by

iteratively utilizing the lookup tables. Without dealing with

a thermal conductance matrix of the large scale equivalent

thermal circuit in [4]–[6] or thermal masks for various thermal

conductivities used in [9], I-LUTSim can still provide an

accurate thermal profile with low computational complexity

and memory usage.

Major contributions of I-LUTSim are

1) I-LUTSim can accurately estimate the steady state tem-

perature profile of 3-D ICs. By using the double-mesh

table, I-LUTSim not only captures the marginal value of

the temperature response, which is usually ignored [12],
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but also improves the computational complexity. We

have validated the accuracy of I-LUTSim with a com-

mercial tool ANSYS by using a 3-D IC test chip, and

the maximum error is less than 0.41% for the full-chip

simulation.

2) Compared with existing superposition based thermal

simulators, since I-LUTSim only uses one set of ho-

mogeneous temperature table library, it does not need

to construct several tables for thermal conductivity dis-

tribution variations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II states

the thermal model for early physical design stages and power-

thermal relation. The flowchart and basic concept of I-LUTSim

are described in section III and section IV, respectively. After

that, the look-up table techniques are detailed in section V.

Then, experimental results are given in section VI. Finally,

conclusion and future work are briefed in section VII.

II. Preliminary

A. Thermal Model for Early Physical Design Stages of 3-D
ICs

The thermal model for early physical design stages of a 3-D

IC is shown in Fig. 2. The primary heat flow path consists of

the heat spreader, heat sink and package. The secondary heat

flow path consists of I/O pads, package substrate and PCB.

Heat transfer coefficients of the primary and secondary heat

flow paths are equalized to hp and hs, respectively [4]. Each

interconnect layer consists of interconnects and dielectric.

Since routing information is unknown in early physical design

stages, each interconnect layer is modeled as a homogeneous

layer with an effective thermal conductivity. Functional blocks

of each tier are modeled as power generating sources attached

to the active layer that is close to the top surface of the silicon

bulk or stacked silicon substrate, and TSVs/TTSVs are placed

in the silicon substrate.

Although the transient thermal simulation is important for

the real-time dynamic thermal management with transient

workloads, the steady-state on-chip temperature profile is more

concerned in early physical design stages [2], [3]. Therefore,

this work focuses on the steady-state thermal analysis. The

steady-state heat transfer equation at an arbitrary position

r = (x, y, z) on the chip is

∇ · (κ(r)∇T (r)) = p(r), (1)

subject to the boundary condition as

κ(rbs )
∂T (rbs )

∂�nbs

+ hbs T (rbs ) = fbs (rbs ). (2)

Here, κ(r) is the thermal conductivity profile of the chip, p(r)

is the power density profile of the chip, bs is the boundary

surface, rbs is an arbitrary position on bs, fbs (rbs ) is the

boundary condition function on bs, hbs is the heat-transfer

coefficient on bs, and �nbs is the outward normal to bs. Since

the major portion of device current flows through the channel,

p(r) has its value only when r is in an active layer, and the

thickness of each active layer is equal to the junction depth of

device.

Fig. 2. Thermal model for early design stages of a 3-D IC with three tiers.

The term on the left hand side of (1) denotes the heat flow

passing through the control volume, which represents the loss

of heat due to the heat conduction. The term on the right

hand side of (1) denotes the power generating rate profile of

the chip. Moreover, using heat transfer coefficients, hp and hs,

the convection boundary condition functions of the top and

bottom surfaces are set to hpTa and hsTa in (2), respectively.

Here, Ta is the ambient air temperature. Because of chip and

package structures, the area of vertical surface is strictly less

than the area of horizontal surface. Furthermore, the thermal

conductivity of air is much less than the thermal conductivities

of primary and secondary heat flow paths. Therefore, the

boundary condition of each vertical surface can be considered

to be adiabatic [8].

Fig. 3. Discretization. (a) The illustration of a single tier. (b) Each cuboid
in (a) is regarded as a grid with its equivalent circuit.

The finite difference method (FDM) can be adopted to

approximate the solution of (1) [13]. The concept of FDM is

to use a discretization process to convert a continuous space

problem into an approximate discrete counterpart. As shown in

Fig. 3, each stacked layer in a 3-D IC is individually meshed

because materials of stacked layers are nonhomogeneous.

Given a specific control volume, Vi, j,k, discretizing the left

hand side of (1) along the 3 Cartesian coordinates leads to

gx(Ti+1, j,k − 2Ti, j,k + Ti−1, j,k) + gy(Ti, j+1,k − 2Ti, j,k + Ti, j−1,k)

+gz(Ti, j,k+1 − 2Ti, j,k + Ti, j,k−1) = −ΔxΔyΔz · qi, j,k, (3)

where

gx =
kxΔyΔz
Δx

, gy =
kyΔxΔz
Δy

, gz =
kzΔxΔy
Δz

. (4)

Here, Ti, j,k is the temperature at the center position of Vi, j,k,

and pi, j,k is the power density in Vi, j,k. Δx, Δy and Δz are

discretized sizes along the x−, y− and z−directions of Vi, j,k.

i, j and k are indices of a control volume in the x−, y− and

z−directions. gx, gy and gz are thermal conductances along the

the x−, y− and z−directions of Vi, j,k, respectively.
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Using the FDM and the duality between thermal and

electrical quantities [14], (1) can be transformed to a SPICE-

compatible equivalent thermal circuit [4]–[6]. The steady-state

temperature profile of a 3-D IC can be obtained by solving the

following modified nodal analysis (MNA) system [15].

GT = p. (5)

Here, G is the thermal conductance matrix. T and p are

temperature and power profile vectors of control volumes,

respectively.

B. Properties of Power-Thermal Relation

Because the on-chip heat flow mainly passes through the

vertical direction of chip, the thermal impulse response has

significant values in the local lateral region close to the grid

with the inserted unit power source. This effect is called

the lateral locality property, and the range of local lateral

region is relative to the heat dissipation capability of package.

Moreover, since the effective lateral thermal conductances of

grids in a local region are similar, the thermal impulse response

also has the local similarity property, which implies that the

thermal impulse response of a unit power source inserted at

different grid in a local lateral region has the similar waveform.

These two properties are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. The flowchart of I-LUTSim.

III. The Flowchart of I-LUTSim

The flowchart of I-LUTSim is shown in Fig. 4. The first

stage is the table construction procedure, and the second stage

is the main procedure of I-LUTSim. To construct the thermal

impulse response table, the following technology and chip

information are required: 1) the silicon substrate thickness,

the silicon bulk thickness, and the TSV/TTSV material; 2)

the number of tiers and the effective heat transfer coefficients

of primary and secondary heat flow paths; 3) the thickness

and effective thermal conductivities of interconnect layers;

4) the chip outline including the chip width and height.2 In

practice, the above information is available before the floor-

planning stage. With this information and the assumption of

TSVs/TTSVs not being inserted, the thermal impulse response

tables are pre-calculated.

As design information is given, using the thermal impulse

response tables and the power profile of design, I-LUTSim

2Recently, the fixed-outline (width and height) floorplanning has brought
more and more attention to 2-D ICs [16] and 3-D ICs [3]. It enables the
hierarchical framework, which is the prevalent framework for dealing with
the rapidly increasing design complexity but not supported by the classical
outline-free floorplanning, for modern integrated circuit designs.

Fig. 5. Examples for the lateral locality and local similarity. (a) and (b)
are temperature responses with inserting a unit power source on (32, 32) and
(33, 33), respectively.

provides an iterative look-up table based full-chip thermal

simulation procedure to effectively estimate the temperature

profile of the design. The technical contents of I-LUTSim

and the table construction procedure will be detailed in the

following sections.

IV. The Basic Concept of I-LUTSim

Since the junction depth is much thinner than those of

silicon substrates and silicon bulk, while a floorplanner or

a placer [2], [3] is executing, the thermal conductivity vari-

ation of a tier induced by relocating functional blocks can

be reasonably ignored [7]. Therefore, without TSVs/TTSVs

inserted, the thermal model of each tier can be characterized

as a homogeneous material layer. A 3-D IC with homogenous

layers stacking is called a homogenous structure. Replacing the

thermal model of 3-D IC with a thermal model of homogenous

structure, the MNA equation for calculating its steady-state

temperature profile becomes

GhTh = p. (6)

Here, Gh is the thermal conductance matrix of the homogenous

structure 3-D IC, Th is the temperature profile vector of the

homogenous structure 3-D IC.

To consider the TSV/TTSV effect, the MNA equation for

calculating the steady-state temperature profile of a 3-D IC

can be rewritten as

(Gh + ΔG)T = p, (7)

where ΔG is the variation of thermal conductance matrix

induced by TSVs/TTSVs corresponding to Gh.

T can be calculated as

T = (Gh + ΔG)−1p = (I +G−1
h ΔG)−1G−1

h p. (8)

As guaranteed in Appendix, after Gh is stamped by the FDM

with setting the uniform thermal conductivity κhn in the n-th

stacked layer as κhn > κmaxn/2, T is convergent to

T =
∞∑

i=0

(−1)i(G−1
h ΔG)iG−1

h p. (9)

Here, κmaxn is the maximum possible value of thermal conduc-

tivities among all grids in the n-th stacked layer.

Truncating the high order terms of (9), the q-th order

approximation of T is represented as

T ≈ Tq def
= m0 +

q−1∑
i=1

mi. (10)

Here, m0 = Th = G−1
h

p, and mi = G−1
h

bi−1 with bi−1 =

−ΔGmi−1 for i ≥ 1. Since mi = G−1
h

bi−1 has the same form as

Th, each mi can be recursively calculated by using G−1
h

.
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The complexity of directly solving Th in (6) is O(N2), while

the complexity for solving (10) is much higher because of

the recursive procedure. Hence, a double-mesh look-up table

temperature calculation technique will be presented to improve

the efficiency.

V. The Look-Up Table Techniques

Based on (6), Th can be computed as

Th = G−1
h p =

∑
G−1

h pi =
∑

piG−1
h ei =

∑
piTI

i . (11)

Here, pi = piei, pi is the power of grid i, ei is a vector with

the i-th component 1 and everywhere else 0, and TI
i

def
= G−1

h
ei

is the thermal impulse response induced by a unit power

source vector ei. Each TI
i is pre-calculated and stored as the

technology and chip information is given. With the pre-built

TI
i’s, Th can be computed by using the superposition of piTI

i’s.

The following subsections will detail how to pre-construct

the thermal impulse response table, techniques used to save

the memory usage, and how to use the constructed table to

obtain the temperature profile of a design.

Fig. 6. The fine/coarse-mesh table establishing process of unit power
temperature response. Steps in the dash line are used for the coarse-mesh
table.

A. Fine-Mesh Table Pre-Construction Process

Based on the lateral locality stated in section II-B, the table

construction process is shown in Fig. 6. After inserting a unit

power source into the grid i (PT1 of Fig. 6), its TI
i is obtained

by the detailed thermal simulation. Then, a truncation window

W is chosen to extract the significant portion of TI
i (PT2 of

Fig. 6), and the result is stored into the table (PT7 of Fig. 6).

The size of W depends on a user specified threshold value η. In

experimental results, after the values of temperature response

are normalized in the range of [0, 1], η is set to be 5% of the

peak value.

With the local similarity, several grids in a local region can

share the thermal impulse response of a unit power source

located at a representative grid and still produce the accurate

temperature profile. Therefore, to save the memory usage, only

a small amount of representative grids (much less than the total

grids of simulation mesh) distributed on the simulation mesh

are selected to construct the thermal impulse response tables

as shown in Fig. 7.(a). The selection of representative grids

is proceeded as follows. First, the grids around the corners

of chip are successively selected. Then, the remaining area of

chip is uniformly divided into several regions, and the grid at

the center of each region is chosen as a representative grid.

Grid m Grid n

Grid l

Grid q Grid r

Tables are shifted to grid 
l for interpolating TABl

TABm TABn TABq TABr

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Representative grids and interpolation process. Grids with dark gray
color in (a) are representative grids.

To calculate Th, we also need TI
l for the gird l not being

a representative grid, i.e. lack of the pre-built table. Thus, a

proposed table shifting and interpolation process is proceeded

to obtain the approximate value of each entry of TI
l . As shown

in Fig. 7.(b), grids m, n, q, and r are four representative

grids that are the closest grids to grid l. TABm, TABn, TABq

and TABr are the tables of TI
m, TI

n, TI
q and TI

r, respectively.

By shifting and interpolating these four tables, TI
l can be

approximated and represented as TABl. Here, TABl can be

interpolated as [17]

TABl ≈ c1TABm+c2TABn+c3TABq+c4TABr, (12)

where ci = d−1
i /
∑4

j=1 d−1
j with di =

√
(x∗ − xi)2 + (y∗ − yi)2 for

1 ≤ i ≤ 4. Here, (x∗, y∗), (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3) and (x4, y4)

are the lateral positions at each center of grid l, m , n, q, and

r, respectively.

With the table shifting and interpolation process, Th can be

approximated by table lookup. However, the error caused by

ignoring the thermal impulse response outside the truncation

window W will be accumulated. To alleviate the error, the size

of window needs to be increased; nevertheless, the efficiency is

degraded accordingly. Hence, in the next subsection, a double-

mesh look-up table technique will be presented to release the

trade-off between the accuracy and efficiency of the fine-mesh

look-up table technique.

B. Double-Mesh Table Pre-Construction Process

As shown in Fig. 5, the portion of thermal impulse response

outside the truncation window is smooth. Therefore, we con-

struct the thermal impulse response of a coarser mesh (fewer

grids) to represent this portion by averaging temperature

values of the fine grids in each coarse grid. Fig. 6 illustrates

the process of coarse-mesh table construction, and detailed

procedures are described as follows.

• First, a unit power source is inserted into a representative

grid (PT1 of Fig. 6), and the detailed thermal simulation is

performed to generate its thermal impulse response (PT2

of Fig. 6).

• After that, the chip is divided into a coarse mesh (PT3 of

Fig. 6), and those significant grids are shown in PT4 of

Fig. 6. The significant grids are fine grids with significant

portion of thermal impulse responses.

• Since significant grids may overlap with coarse grids, we

subtract the thermal impulse response in coarser grids

from significant grids to avoid double counting. Then, the

results of fine grids in each coarse grid are averaged (PT5
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of Fig. 6) and stored into the coarse-mesh table (PT6 of

Fig. 6).

• Meanwhile, the temperature values of coarse mesh (PT5

of Fig. 6) in the significant grids are subtracted if they

are overlapped. Finally, the results of significant girds are

stored into the fine-mesh table (PT7 of Fig. 6).

C. The Look-Up Table Thermal Simulation Process

With the above fine-mesh and coarse-mesh tables, the

double-mesh look-up table calculating process is described

as follows. First, the temperature profile of fine mesh, TF,

is computed by TF =
∑

i pi × TABFi . Here, TABFi is the fine-

mesh temperature response table with a unit power source at

the fine grid i. Meanwhile, the temperature profile of coarse

mesh, TC, is computed by TC =
∑

i pi×TABCi . Here, TABCi is

the coarse-mesh temperature response table induced by a unit

power source at the fine grid i. Map each entry in TC into its

corresponding entries in TF and represent the result as TC→F,

and Th can be approximated as TF + TC→F.

With the double-mesh look-up table technique, the com-

plexity for solving Th is O ((NW + NC + 1)N). Here, NW /NC

is the size of a fine-mesh/coarse-mesh table. NW is much

less than N due to the lateral locality, and NC is much

less than NW . The memory usage for storing double-

mesh tables is O
(
(NW + NC)NRg

)
. Here, NRg is the num-

ber of representative grids and is much less than N due

to the local similarity. Moreover, with the double mesh

look-up table technique, the complexity for calculating Tq

is O
(
(NW + NC + 1) (N + (q + 1)NTS Vg )

)
. Here, NTS Vg is the

number of grids that has TSVs/TTSVs passing through.

Compared with the work in [9], I-LUTSim is able to save

lots of the memory usage since it only needs a set of tables,

a fine mesh table and a coarser mesh table. The tradeoff is

that the runtime of I-LUTSim may slightly increase as the

approximation order q in (9) is increased since extra look-up

table processes need to be performed.

TABLE I

Table Construction Time.

Tier Construction Time (s)
Count Fine Mesh Coarse Mesh

2 21.98 354.43

3 93.66 3213.83

VI. Experimental Results

I-LUTSim is implemented in C++ language and tested on

an Intel Core 2 Quad 2.83-GHz CPU with 2GB memory. The

material and width of TSVs/TTSVs are copper and 45μm, and

the thermal conductivities (W/(m×°C)) of silicon, copper, and

oxide are set to 148, 406 and 0.83 under the room temperature

27°C, respectively. In the table construction process, the mesh

of equivalent thermal circuit is 64 × 64 × 15, and the MNA

technique is employed to build the lookup tables. The size of

truncation window W is 11 × 11, and the size of coarse-mesh

tables is set to 3×3. The runtime of table construction is shown

in TABLE I. Though constructing tables is a time-consuming

process, they can be pre-constructed and are reusable.

The test cases are randomly generated, and the geometry

of each tier in the test chips is 4832μm × 4832μm × 50μm.
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Fig. 8. Error distribution of I-LUTSim compared with ANSYS.

The interconnect layer thickness is 12μm. To obtain the power

profile of each test chip, millions of cells are randomly picked

from the TSMC 90nm standard cell library and inserted into

each test chip. Moreover, several TSVs are randomly inserted

to each test chip, and are set to occupy 10% of the chip

area at most. The detail information of test chips is shown

in TABLE II. Columns 2–5 are the tier count, cell count, TSV

count and total power consumption of test chips, respectively.

With the same settings, I-LUTSim is compared with a

commercial tool ANSYS to validate its accuracy. Here, a 2-

tier chip, Case1, is used to test. The error between the results

of ANSYS, T ANSYS
i , and I-LUTSim, T I−LUTSim

i , is measured as

ei = (T ANSYS
i − T I−LUTSim

i )/T ANSYS
i . Compared with ANSYS,

the error distribution of I-LUTSim is plotted in Fig. 8, and the

errors are within the range of [−0.19%, 0.41%].

To further demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of I-

LUTSim, a fast matrix solver SuperLU [1] is adopted to

generate the reference solution since ANSYS requires huge

execution time for the model building and meshing process,

and the TSV model of 3-D ICs is not yet explicitly supported

by the latest version of HotSpot [4]. Compared with ANSYS,

the maximum error of SuperLU is only 0.2% for the 2-tier test

case but its execution time is fairly less. Moreover, since G is

positive definite, “SymmetricMode” and “MMD AT PLUS A”

(minimum degree ordering) in options are chosen to speed up

the runtime of SpuerLU.

The comparison between I-LUTSim and SuperLU is shown

in TABLE II. Since the SuperLU package provides an iterative

solver, general minimum residual (GMRES), I-LUTSim is also

compared with GMRES. “Maximum Err.” is the maximum

absolute error compared with SuperLU, and “Trun. Order”

is the truncation order. As shown in columns 11–12, with

the maximum error 0.81% for all test cases, I-LUTSim only

requires at most 4 approximating order to accurately estimate

the temperature profile. Fig. 9 demonstrates the simulation

result of Case3. Moreover, compared with GMRES solver,

I-LUTSim has better performance on both accuracy and ef-

ficiency. In summary, the runtime of I-LUTSim is less than

0.5 second, and its speedup ratio to SuperLU is over 41.49

and to GMRES is over 18.00 for all test chips.

VII. Conclusion and FutureWork

An efficient table look-up based thermal simulator, I-

LUTSim, for 3-D ICs is developed and demonstrated by the

experimental results. I-LUTSim can fast analyze the tempera-

ture profile for early physical design flows. To further expand

our application scope, such as global routing, we will take the

power consumption and the non-uniform distributed thermal

conductivity issue of interconnects into account in the future.
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TABLE II

Comparison Between I-LUTSim, SuperLU [1] and GMRES [1].

Test Tier Cell TSV Total SuperLU GMRES I-LUTSim
Chip Count Count Count Power (W) Runtime (s) Runtime (s) Max Err. (%) Speedup Runtime (s) Trun. Order Max Err. (%) Speedup

Case1 2 0.5M 222 1.1 3.92 3.56 0.73 1.10 0.002 2 0.69 196.00

Case2 3 8.3M 3320 5.8 17.68 8.18 0.78 2.16 0.269 3 0.76 65.72

Case3 3 8.4M 4000 6.3 18.40 6.83 0.81 2.69 0.282 3 0.81 65.48

Case4 3 8.2M 4000 6.0 17.26 7.49 0.75 2.30 0.416 4 0.75 41.49

† The runtime does not include the execution time for parsing files.

Fig. 9. Temperature profile of Case3. This case has one hot spot on the
right side, which is a probably result if thermal issues are not well-concerned
during design flow.
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Appendix

Convergence of (9)

First, we introduce a lemma for thermal conductance ma-

trices G = Gh + ΔG and Gh.

Lemma 1: Both conductance matrices G and Gh are posi-

tive definite.

Proof: Since G and Gh are conductance matrices, they

are symmetric matrices that satisfy the irreducible diagonal

dominant property [18] and have positive real diagonal entries.

Hence, G and Gh are positive definite [19].

Based on Lemma 1, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2: The absolute value of each eigenvalue of G−1
h
ΔG

is less than 1 if it is stamped with the setting of the uniform

thermal conductivity κhn of each stacked layer as

κhn > κmaxn/2. (13)

Here, κmaxn is the maximum value of the thermal conductivities

among all the simulation grids in the n-th stacked layer.

Proof: Let λ be an eigenvalue of G−1
h
ΔG, and x be its

corresponding eigenvector, then G−1
h
ΔGx = λx. Considering

xT (Gh + ΔG)x, we have

xT (Gh + ΔG)x = xT Gh(I +G−1
h ΔG)x

= (1 + λ)xT Ghx. (14)

From Lemma 1, we have xT (Gh + ΔG)x > 0 and xT Ghx > 0.

Therefore, λ > −1.

With the setting of each κhn in (13), we have (κhn−Δκn j) > 0

for each gird j in the n-th stacked layer. Here, Δκn j = κn j−κhn ,

and κn j is the thermal conductivity of the j-th grid in the n-

th stacked layer. Therefore, G̃ = Gh − ΔG is also a thermal

conductance matrix since each entry of G̃ is constructed by its

related positive thermal conductivities (2κhn − κn j)’s. Applying

a similar derivation to xT (Gh − ΔG)x > 0, we have λ < 1.
Therefore, |λ| < 1, and Lemma 2 is concluded.

With Lemma 2, Proposition 9.4.10 stated in [20] can be applied

to (8) and have

T = (I +G−1
h ΔG)−1G−1

h p

=
∑∞

i=0
(−1)i(G−1

h ΔG)iG−1
h p. (15)

Consequently, (9) is concluded.
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